The German Center for Diabetes Research (DZD) brings together experts in the field of diabetes research and combines basic research, translational research, epidemiology and clinical applications. The aim of the DZD is to develop novel strategies for successful, personalized detection, prevention and treatment of diabetes and its complications via an innovative, integrative research approach.
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Two days of fascinating and exciting diabetes research

2012 – 2018:
Barcelona | Vienna | Stockholm
Munich | Nice | Berlin

• > 400 students
• From > 20 nations
• 35 talks by top-notch professors

Basic and clinical science
Perspectives from industry

DZD Diabetes Research School

2019 in Barcelona

DZD NEXT Program

Students | PhD/MD Students | Postdocs | Young Investigator Group Leaders

Training: DZD Technical Training Courses | Cooperation with Graduate Schools

Events and Networking: DZD Diabetes Research School | DZD Satellite Workshops

Mobility Grants: DZD Fellowships | DZD Short-Term Research Stay

DZD Postdoc Program | Clinician Scientist Program | DZD NEXT Grants | Tenure-Track Program | DZD Young Investigator Groups

Training
DZD scientists share their expertise in courses covering theoretical and practical aspects of specialized techniques in metabolic research.

Network & Mobility
DZD events are excellent opportunities for starting a professional network. The DZD provides funding for travel to conferences and sponsors research stays in partner labs.

DZD Postdoc Program
Two-year fully funded post-doctoral positions are provided. Clinicians are provided guaranteed research time in local Clinician Scientist Programs.

DZD NEXT Grants
The DZD funds two-year projects of early-career scientists with up to EUR 150,000 in order to promote first steps towards scientific independence.

Scientific Independence
DZD Young Investigator Group Leader positions, also in combination with a tenure track option, provide long-term career perspectives to excellent early-career scientists.
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Dr. DZD scientists share their expertise in courses covering theoretical and practical aspects of specialized techniques in metabolic research.

Network & Mobility
DZD events are excellent opportunities for starting a professional network. The DZD provides funding for travel to conferences and sponsors research stays in partner labs.

DZD Postdoc Program Two-year fully funded postdoctoral positions are provided. Clinicians are provided guaranteed research time in local Clinician Scientist Programs.

DZD NEXT Grants The DZD funds two-year projects of early-career scientists with up to EUR 150,000 in order to promote first steps towards scientific independence.

Scientific Independence
DZD Young Investigator Group Leader positions, also in combination with a tenure track option, provide long-term career perspectives to excellent early-career scientists.
**DZD NEXT**

**Expertise in Translational Research**
Qualification for bridging the gap between bench and bedside research.

**Multidisciplinary Approach**
Bringing together multiple academic disciplines from basic, clinical and epidemiological research.

**Professional Network**
Connecting young and renowned scientists on a national and international level.

**Next Career Steps**
Support of scientists at all career levels with funding and programs for a future scientific independence.

---

**The German Center for Diabetes Research (DZD)** brings together experts in the field of diabetes research and combines basic research, translational research, epidemiology and clinical applications. The aim of the DZD is to develop novel strategies for successful, personalized detection, prevention and treatment of diabetes and its complications via an innovative, integrative research approach.
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